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Those who don't  
believe in magic will 

never find it.

— ROALD DAHL
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A Toothbrush  
for Your Mind

The Five Minute Journal is like a toothbrush for your 

mind. You use it every morning and night. Writing in 

your Five Minute Journal keeps your mind fresh and 

happy, just like brushing your teeth keeps your mouth 

clean and ready to smile.

When you write in your Five Minute Journal, you train 

your mind to focus on the good things in your life such 

as your family, friends, or your super cozy bed. This 

helps your mind be more friendly and slowly, but surely,  

worrisome thoughts will disappear.

Ready to begin your Five Minute Journal adventure?  

Let’s go!
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How to Use this Journal

 Keep it near your bed with your  

favorite pen, pencil, or crayon

 Fill out the morning section  

as soon as you wake up

 Fill out the night section  

before going to bed

 Repeat daily 
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The Magic of 
Gratitude

Olivia begins every morning writing what she is 

grateful for in her Five Minute Journal. She closes her 

eyes and thinks about the things she is thankful for 

in her life. When she feels a warm, happy feeling in 

her heart, she has decided what to write. Today she 

writes she is grateful for her mom’s laugh. 

What are you grateful for?
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A Great Day!
After Benny writes what he is grateful for in his 

Five Minute Journal, he thinks about what would 

make his day great. Benny imagines himself 

during the day and writes:  

“I will play with my friends during recess.”  

This will make Benny’s day great! 

What would make your day great? 
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Daily Affirmation 
I am...

Inside each of us lives a inner voice. Our inner 

voice can be directed to inspire us and make us 

feel like our strongest self by repeating a daily 

affirmation. Daily affirmations define who you 

want to be. Think of them like a daily motto.

Olivia’s daily affirmation is,  

“I am healthy, strong, and energetic.” 

Benny’s daily affirmation is,  

“I am kind to everyone I meet.”

What is your daily affirmation? 
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Finding 
the Good in 

Each Day 
Benny and Olivia’s favorite part of the day is thinking 

about all the positive things that happened. A friend’s 

kind words, learning something new, and eating  

delicious fruit. Without reflecting back on your day, it’s 

too easy to forget these good things, and focus instead 

on things that maybe didn’t go as planned. It is like 

holding a mirror to look back on your day.

What amazing things happened  

to you today?
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Always Keep Learning 
When Olivia’s mom asks her what she learned 

today, Olivia scratches her head and says “nothing” 

because she cannot remember. Her mom persists, 

“dig deeper”. After more reflection, Olivia says she 

learned that a group of cats are called a clowder and 

she loves drawing. With just a little extra thought, 

she found a lesson from her day. 

What did you learn today?
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Challenges
 

On certain days of the week, Benny finds a challenge in 

his Five Minute Journal. These challenges help inspire 

Benny to be more confident and positive. From kind 

deeds to spontaneous dancing, this is how growth 

happens. When Benny gets stuck he asks his parents for 

help. Most importantly, Benny has a whole lot of fun  

tackling his challenges!

Word of the Day
Today, Olivia learns that “gratitude” means a feeling 

of appreciation and thankfulness. Gratitude is the 

word of the day presented in her Five Minute Journal. 

By learning a new word each day, Olivia adds to her 

communication toolbox. This helps her express herself 

and be better understood by others. 

What new word will YOU learn today?” 
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Putting it  
All Together

Congratulations! You have just learned how to use the 

Five Minute Journal. Now is when your journey REALLY 

begins. Committing to writing in this journal for just 5 

days will help you stick with it for a really long time. 
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I   , 

commit to writing in The Five Minute Journal for at least 

5 days in a row, starting  /  / 20  . 

Writing in this journal is important to me because:

If I finish 5 days of writing in this journal, I will reward 

myself with: 

I will do the following to ensure I do The Five Minute 

Journal every day:

   Keep The Five Minute Journal by my bedside

   Do The Five Minute Journal after waking up

   Do The Five Minute Journal before going to sleep

   Ask my parents for help if I get stuck 

Let’s begin! 

I   , 

commit to writing in The Five Minute Journal for at least 

5 days in a row, starting  /  / 20  . 

Writing in this journal is important to me because:

If I finish 5 days of writing in this journal, I will reward 

myself with: 

I will do the following to ensure I do The Five Minute 

Journal every day:

   Keep The Five Minute Journal by my bedside

   Do The Five Minute Journal after waking up

   Do The Five Minute Journal before going to sleep

   Ask my parents for help if I get stuck 

FILL IN THE BLANKS ↓COMMITTING TO THE HABIT

Olivia

I want to learn about my thoughts.

Watching my favorite movie.

7 5 18

X
X
X
X
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I  AM GRATEFUL FOR…

 

WHAT WOULD MAKE TODAY GREAT?

DAILY AFFIRMATION. I AM…

ONE AMAZING THING THAT HAPPENED TODAY

WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

DATE  /  / 20 

The 
Journal

My Mom’s laugh

7 5 18

Playing with my friends during recess

I am healthy and strong

Walking to school with dad

A group of cats are called a clowder 

Don’t cry because it’s over, smile  
because it happened.

— DR . SE U S S
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I  AM GRATEFUL FOR…

 

WHAT WOULD MAKE TODAY GREAT? 

DAILY AFFIRMATION. I AM…

ONE AMAZING THING THAT HAPPENED TODAY

WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

I AM GRATEFUL FOR…

 

WHAT WOULD MAKE TODAY GREAT?

DAILY AFFIRMATION. I AM…

ONE AMAZING THING THAT HAPPENED TODAY

WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

DATE  /  / 20 DATE  /  / 20 

Adventure is worthwhile in itself. 
— A M E L I A  E A R H A RT

WOR D  OF  T H E  DAY :  Gratitude

A feeling of appreciation or thanks.
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WHAT WOULD MAKE TODAY GREAT?

DAILY AFFIRMATION. I AM…

ONE AMAZING THING THAT HAPPENED TODAY

WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

DATE  /  / 20 DATE  /  / 20 

You’ve got to do your own growing, no matter 
how tall your grandfather was.

– I R I SH  PROV E R B

Yesterday is history. Tomorrow is  
a mystery. Today is a gift. That’s  

why we call it ‘The Present’.

– A L IC E  MOR SE  E A R L E
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I  AM GRATEFUL FOR…

 

WHAT WOULD MAKE TODAY GREAT? 

DAILY AFFIRMATION. I AM…

ONE AMAZING THING THAT HAPPENED TODAY

WHAT DID I LEARN TODAY? 

DATE  /  / 20 

We make a living by what we get,  
but we make a life by what we give.

– W I NS T ON  C H U RC H I L L

IN THE FULL  

FIVE-MINUTE 
JOURNAL  

for K I D S

•    Six months worth of journaling with inspiring quotes, 

words of the day, and weekly challenges.

•    Beautiful textured hardcover. 

ORDER AT

www.5MJKids.com

BULK ORDERS?

Visit our Bulk Order section at  
www.intelligentchange.com to access our 

 bulk order discount for orders of 10+ units.
 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS?

For assistance, email us at  
hello@intelligentchange.com
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